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LOSS OF COOLANT ANALYSIS
FOR THE TOWER SHIELDING REACTOR II

T. D. Radcliff and P. T. Williams

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P.O. Box 2008

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

ABSTRACT

The operational limits of the Tower Shielding Reactor-II (TSR-II)

have been revised to account for placing the reactor in a beam

shield, which reduces convection cooling during a loss-of-coolant

accident (LOCA). A detailed heat transfer analysis was performed

to set operating time limits which preclude fuel damage during a

LOC/4. Since a LOCA is survivable, the pressure boundary need not

be safety related, minimizing seismic and inspection requirements.

Measurements of reactor component emittance for this analysis

revealed that aluminum oxidized in water may have emittances much

higher than accepted values, allowing higher operating limits than

were originally expected. These limits could be increased further

with analytical or hardware improvements.

BACKGROUND

The TSR-II is a 1 MW research reactor designed and built in

the late 1950s as a uniform neutron source for shielding



experiments. The reactor core has an annular spherical geometry

which was formed from concentric cylindrical shells of uranium-

aluminum alloy cut to the appropriate lengths. Reactor control is

provided by boron carbide plates shaped as a spherical shell of

adjustable diameter located within the fuel annulus. The core is

situated in a cylindrical pressure vessel and forced convection

cooled with water at relatively low pressure. The nominal

temperature rise across the core is only 5 C (9 F) . Heat is

removed from the one loop system by a fan-cooled heat exchanger.

A vertical cross section of the reactor is shown in Figure 1.

The original design of the TSR-II called for the reactor and

pressure vessel to be suspended from cables up to 56 m (185 ft)

above ground level to minimize neutron scattering effects. The

maximum credible accident postulated in the reactor accident

analysis1 was a failure of the supporting cables. This failure was

assumed to result in an instantaneous complete loss of coolant

accompanied by a reactor trip. An analysis was performed to

determine the peak fuel temperature experienced during this

transient as decay heat was conducted to the pressure vessel and

convected to the atmosphere. A limit of 75 h was placed on

continuous operating time to prevent decay heat generation from

exceeding the level at which fuel melting could occur.

Since 1974, the TSR-II has been operated in a fixed concrete

beam shield, shown in Figure 2. Enclosure of the reactor in this

structure invalidated the free convection assumption made in the



thermal analysis. At the time, this was considered reasonable

because the initiator assumed for the LOCA scenario could not occur

when the reactor was secured at ground level. Recently, while

attempting to restart the reactor after an extended shutdown, the

possibility of reactor vessel failure resulting from natural

hazards such as seismic events was questioned. Since the facility

was not designed to current seismic standards, the integrity of the

pressure vessel could not be guaranteed for accelerations above

0.05 g at the time (a seismic analysis was later performed which

demonstrated that the reactor could withstand accelerations up to

0.15 g). Rather than upgrade the facility, the LOCA analysis was

revised to reflect the new boundary conditions and the operating

limits were reduced accordingly.

ANALYSIS

o Thermal Model

The analysis of the complete loss of coolant transient at the

TSR-II is based on the assumptions that all coolant is lost from

the vessel instantaneously and that the reactor trips at that same

instant. The second assumption is valid because the reactor cannot

remain critical without the moderator. Since there are no two-

phase phenomena to consider, a straightforward heat transfer

analysis can be used to determine the peak fuel temperatures given

the reactor decay heat generation and boundary conditions.



As shown in Figure 1, the principal components of the TSR-II

are the pressure vessel, the central cylinder assembly, the

shielding tanks above the core, the control mechanism housing, and

the annular core. The pressure vessel is a cylinder about 95 cm

(38 in) in diameter with a closed hemispherical end. It is formed

of welded 5052 aluminum plate and has a design pressure of 150

psig. The central cylinder assembly is a 5052 aluminum tube 45 cm

in diameter which is concentric with the pressure vessel. It

serves to support the reactor core and to separate the inlet and

outlet coolant flow streams.

The core region is a spherical annulus with an inside diameter

of 45 cm (18 in) and an outside diameter of 74 cm (29 in) which is

supported by the central cylinder. The control plates and housing

occupy the center of the core annulus. The control support tube,

which houses driveshafts for the shim and regulating plates,

penetrates the top of the core annulus. The core annulus is

externally surrounded by shielding tanks full of lead shot above

and a hemispherical baffle plate below. The baffle plate serves

to reverse coolant flow which has come downward through the central

cylinder and direct it upward through the outer elements.

Fuel for the TSR-II is formed from plates of uranium-aluminum

fuel alloy clad with 6951 aluminum. These plates are shaped into

cylinder segments of differing lengths and welded to 6061 aluminum

side plates to form fuel elements. The core is constructed from



21 separate fuel elements of three different types. The eight

inner fuel assemblies, four upper and four lower, are quadrants of

the sections of the fuel annulus transected by the central

cylinder. These elements lie above and below the control mechanism

housing. The upper elements are mechanically secured to the

control support tube while the lower elements are secured to the

central cylinder. The fuel annulus outside of the central cylinder

is divided into twelve orange wedge-shaped segments which are

secured to the cylinder. The last element is a plug shaped

assembly below the control housing centerline, opposite the control

support tube. Once assembled, the core is a spherical annulus of

concentric vertical right cylinders with radial support plates.

The construction of an outer fuel element is illustrated by Figure

3.

Because the construction of the TSR-II is based on vertical

concentric cylinders, heat transfer in the reactor is highly

anisotropic. Heat can easily propagate along the highly conductive

fuel plates or support structures in the axial dimension, but

cannot easily jump the concentric air gaps in the radial dimension.

For this reason, a two-dimensional model was deemed necessary. The

finite-element general purpose heat transfer code TOPAZ2 was chosen

for the analysis. An axisymmetric r-z model of the TSR-II and the

surrounding beam shield assembly consisting of 908 elements and

1066 nodes, shown in Figure 4, was created using the PATRAN mesh

generator code. This mesh was fine enough to explicitly represent

the core support structure, pressure vessel, and the beam shield,



but not the individual fuel plates. Because of this, the core was

represented as homogenous elements with volume averaged properties.

With one exception, calculation of the average fuel properties

was straightforward. Density and specific heat were based on a

volume average of uranium, aluminum,, and air constituents. The

fuel axial thermal conductivity was based on a cross-sectional

average of the constituent areas. Fuel conductivity and specific

heat were input as a function of temperature.

Radial thermal conductivity of the fuel presented a more difficult

problem. Over the azimuthal span of the fuel plate region of an

element, the conductivity is constant. Unfortunately, the aluminum

fuel element side plates perturb this symmetry, creating large

azimuthal variations in the radial conductivity. A conservative

effective radial conductivity was calculated by assuming parallel

conduction paths, as illustrated by Figure 5. The first path

consisted of conduction across the series of concentric fuel plates

and air gaps (A to F on Figure 5). Radiation was neglected since

it is dependent on individual fuel plate temperatures. The second

and dominant path was based on conduction of all of the heat

generated within the fuel element from the centerline of the

innermost fuel plate (A to B) , through the full radial dimension

of the side plate (C to D), to the centerline of the outermost fuel

plate (E to F). This assumed path has the highest possible thermal

resistance of any metal conduction path and conservatively neglects

the distribution of heat generation within the element and heat



removal at the outer surface. Combining the thermal resistance of

these paths provided the effective radial conductivity.

Heat can be removed from the core to the pressure vessel

surface through three major paths. The core support tube conducts

heat directly from the upper fuel elements, while the central

cylinder conducts heat directly from the lower and outer elements.

Because these conduction paths are long and have small cross

sections, their ability to remove heat is limited. As temperatures

increase, radiation from the fuel outer surface to the

hemispherical coolant baffle and reradiation to the pressure vessel

becomes a viable heat removal path.

The emittance of the materials involved is critical to the

analysis of this thermal transport path. The fuel plates, baffle,

and pressure vessel are all fabricated from aluminum alloy. These

components are known to be heavily oxidized due to almost 30 years

of immersion in water. A survey of references show that the

emittance of aluminum metal with thin oxide coatings range from

0.02 to 0.2, depending on the method of preparation and thickness

of the oxide layer used by the experimenter. The emittance of bulk

aluminum oxide is much higher, ranging up to 0.8 at low

temperatures3.

Because this parameter had a strong influence on the predicted

peak temperatures, an experiment was initiated to determine the

emittance. One of the ionization guide tubes was removed to



provide samples of oxidised aluminum which had been subjected to

the same environment as the components in question. The samples

had an oxide coating determined to be approximately 0.025 mm (0.001

in) thick. A simple measurement of the surface normal emittance

at room temperature gave a value of 0.9, surprisingly higher than

the value for pure alumina.

To take credit for this discovery, further investigation was

warranted. X-ray diffraction analysis identified the film as

A12O3.H2O, the mineral boehmite. No references for the emittance of

boehmite were found. Because this is a hydrated oxide, there is

some possibility that the compound would break down at the elevated

temperatures experienced during a LOCA.

An experiment to measure the emittance as a function of

temperature was devised. The tubular sample was instrumented with

thermocouples and a heating element was placed inside. This

assembly was hung in a vacuum chamber to minimize conductive and

convective losses from the sample. Sample surface temperature and

heater power input data allowed calculation of the total

hemispherical emittance of the sample as a function of temperature.

The results from this experiment are shown in Figure 6. The

emittance at 300 K was 0.85, close to the earlier normal emittance

measurement. As the temperature increased, the emittance dropped,

eventually reaching 0e55 at 775 K (935 F). Attempts to lower the

temperature and repeat earlier measurements showed some hysteresis



effect, as can be seen on the figure. This was interpreted to

indicate dehydration of the boehmite into alumina, which apparently

has a slightly lower emittance than boehmite. The last set of data

indicated that the emittance of the heated sample had dropped to

0.76 at 300 K, a value representative of alumina3. The oxide film

was still intact after several heating cycles. No spalling or

flaking was observed.

To ensure that the emittance was bounding for any LOCA

transient which would result in acceptable conditions, the

emittance was extrapolated beyond the experitt&ntal data to 888 K

(the solidus point of the 6951 aluminum alloy used to clad the fuel

alloy) by using reference values for alumina3. The emittance was

conservatively assumed to remain at the 888 K (1140 F) value of 0.5

at all times during the transient.

Radiative heat transfer was allowed only from the lower core

hemisphere and between the upper fuel elements and the central

cylinder. The upper hemisphere of the core is blanketed by 1; i

shot-filled shield tanks which have only small thermal connections

to the pressure vessel. In addition, radiation to the control

mechanism housing was not allowed because of the difficulty in

modeling the torturous heat transfer paths. These assumptions

conservatively reduce heat removal from the core region. The

specific heat of these assemblies was also conservatively

neglected.



o Boundary Conditions

Heat removal from the pressure vessel was accomplished via

convection to the atmosphere at the upper flange and radiation and

conduction through the air gap to the beam shield structure. The

convective heat transfer coefficients for vertical and horizontal

surfaces were calculated as a function of temperature4. The beam

shield was only modeled up to the core centerline since radiative

heat transfer to the pressure vessel was only allowed in this

region. Heat transfer from the shield was allowed by convection

to the atmosphere on the sides and conduction to the ground on the

bottom, although the heat capacity of the shield is so large that

it was not expected to heat up significantly.

The initial temperatures assigned to the nodes were based on

the maximum temperatures expected during steady state operation at

full power. The ambient temperature of the beam shield and the

atmosphere surrounding the reactor was assumed to be 49 C (120 F) .

Decay heat generation data was taken frora two sources. The

documentation for the original LOCA analysis1 provided data from 103

to 106 s for short reactor operating periods (1 to 75 hr). These

data were supplemented by an ORIGEN25 calculation for the first 103

s assuming a conservative operational time of 75 hr. In addition

to the decay heat from prompt operations, an allowance was made for

residual decay heat from previous operations of the reactor. After

some iteration, a steady-state residual decay heat source of 500



W was added to the prompt decay heat generation curve. Operation

of the reactor at high power is restricted if the residual decay

heat exceeds this value.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The TOPAZ analysis predicted a peak fuel temperature of 547

C (1016 F) for an operational time of 6 hr at full power initiated

with 500 W of residual decay heat generation. Many additional

TOPAZ cases were run to determine the sensitivity of the predicted

temperatures to changes in decay heat generation, local power

distribution, emittance, radial conductivity, surface convective

heat transfer coefficient, and the number of nodes in the model.

Uncertainties in these parameters were found to increase the peak

temperature to 581 C (1078 F). This conservative peak temperature

is well below the 615 C (1140 F) solidus temperature of the fuel

cladding6 and the 640 C (1184 F) melting point of the fuel alloy1.

The temperature versus time plot for this bounding case is shown

in Figure 7.

A continuous exposure limit of 6 MWh was imposed on the

reactor via the technical specifications. This bounds all

operations since the decay heat generation from longer operating

times at lower powers will be less than predicted from full power

operation. The 500 W residual decay heat limit is enforced by

imposing cooldown periods after certain levels of accumulated power



are reached. Infinite operation at less than 10 KW is allowed.

This analysis provided operation limits for the TSR-II reactor

which allow it to survive a complete loss of coolant with no fuel

damage. Because of this, reactor seismic qualification and in-

service inspection requirements are less stringent than if the

pressure boundary were vital to reactor safety. Crediting the

higher than expected emittance of the aluminum surfaces allowed

limits which were acceptable to the reactor users.

The conservatism in this analysis could clearly be reduced

with further work. A 3-dimensional model discretized to the

individual fuel plate level would allow accurate modeling of the

radial conductivity and radiative heat transfer within the core.

More detailed representation of the reactor vessel internals such

as the shield tanks and the control mechanism housing would provide

additional heat transfer paths and heat capacity. Also, definition

of emittance as a function of surface temperature would increase

radiative heat transfer from the core. Finally, engineered safety

systems could be added to increase heat removal from the vessel.

Forced air or sprinkler cooling of the pressure vessel would

increase the operating limits considerably. All of these options

would be considered if the users of the facility requested longer

operating times.
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FIGURE HEADINGS

Fig. l. Tower Shielding Reactor-II

Fig. 2. Reactor Beam Shield

Fig. 3. Outer Fuel Element

Fig. 4. TOPAZ TSR-II Model

Fig. 5. Parallel Radial Thermal Conductance Paths

Fig. 6. Oxidised Aluminum Emittance vs. Surface Temperature

Fig. 7. Peak Core Temperature vs. Time After a LOCA
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